
Planet Data IntegrateD WorkfloW
Planet Data boasts processing, ECA and searching in one platform.  Planet Data’s proven workflow is seamless and authenticated.  

The illustration depicts step by step how data is collected, processed, culled, reviewed and produced – getting smaller every 

step of the way – resulting in significant cost savings.
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Contact us for an exego demo.  let us show you how to save money, the right way.
Planet Data – 555 Taxter Road – Suite 150 – Elmsford, NY   10523

Visit www.PlanetDS.com or call us at 800-688-2812



DISCoVerY ManageMent SerVICeS
Planet Data offers a wide range of expert consulting and Discovery 

Management services both domestically and internationally.

ProCeSSIng, SearCHIng anD ValIDatIon

We are particularly proud of our proprietary Early Cost Assessment 

platform, Exego™, powered by The Cerulean Engine. exego 

completely indexes more data up front, handles difficult 

document types, and large volumes of image-only data rapidly 

and accurately. Exego significantly reduces the amount of data 

you need to send to review by giving you the ability to proactively, 

defensibly and in great detail cull large amounts of data

Our just-released Version 3 of Exego features several new and 

advanced capabilities to further validate and streamline the 

ever-growing searching challenges including:

asynchronous Searching

Submit searches and keep working while those multiple searches 

run in the background.  User and reviewer efficiency significantly 

increases - work uninterrupted while one or more searches run in 

parallel.  The reviewer’s focus remains on the iterative process of 

improving search terms and understanding the data.  

All query results are archived, allowing instant access at any time 

without having to rerun searches.  The reviewer can return hours later, 

recall the results of the previously run queries, then almost instantly 

jump between the results of different queries to compare results.

enhanced Meta Data Search tools

A command of the metadata is central to understanding the contents 

of the document collection.  Unfortunately, searching on metadata 

fields tends to be complex and frequently results in many  

false positives. 

eXPert ConSUltIng SerVICeS
Planet Data has recently entered into an agreement with Stuart 

Legal LLC and now proudly offers the expert Consulting Services 

of Mr. Hampton Coley.

Mr. Coley has more than 22 years of legal experience at 

distinguished firms on both the East and West Coasts. With his 

thorough understanding of best practices for each phase of the 

EDRM, Mr. Coley delivers unparalleled support and eDiscovery 

consulting to Planet Data’s clients. 

Matter Specific Consulting

Are you are having trouble understanding the best way to proceed 

with the collection, processing, review and production of data? 

We can help.  These actions involve complex operations and 

many people have difficulty balancing timing, costs, workflow 

and quality issues.  We work directly with you to organize, 

plan and perform your discovery obligations in a cost efficient, 

defensible manner.  

Data assessment and collection, applying defensible culling 

techniques, document review options (including in-house 

and hosted solutions), production preparation and managing 

document and data repositories are all critical steps where we 

can add value to the process..

litigation Support and eDiscovery Services

Managing your eDiscovery training and staffing can be a daunting 

task.  Planet Data can offer expertise and support based on your 

specific needs.  We will recommend operational improvements 

and help leverage your existing staff and processes.  We offer 

services to assist in the litigation support process, no matter how 

large of small the staff. 

eDiscovery Project Manager training

A talented staff is gold to the organization.  We offer custom 

training to help further develop existing staff with a program that 

incorporates procedures and protocols that adhere to the highest 

level of industry standards.

Cost Containment and Budget Management

We have many years of experience developing budgets for 

discovery services. Our consultants can assist you in developing 

a budget for projects varying in size and scope.  With your input, 

we will build a realistic budget and provide guidance on how to 

stay in front of unexpected costs. We assist you in identifying 

potentially troublesome issues before they develop.

This new feature allows easy construction of queries across large 

numbers of metadata fields (or to exclude unwanted fields) to 

reduce false positives and/or hone in on very specific fields.  

The point and click user interface keeps it simple and lightning 

fast.  Built-in templates are provided to create searches targeted 

to common meta-data fields (e.g. sender, to, cc and bcc fields) 

allowing the focus to be on the terms and not on the complexities 

of the metadata.

Validation through random Sampling

This feature allows the user to sample against non-responsive 

documents, as well as to apply sampling techniques to quantify the 

effectiveness of search terms very early in the case.   Partitioned 

data sets (i.e. filter by custodians, document type or other 

pertinent metadata and search terms) can be viewed to optimize 

the ediscovery process from the beginning.  

The key value to this feature is that a review team will know every 

aspect of their search strategy before they commit to reviewing 

large numbers of documents.  At the end of the process, sampling 

can be used to ensure that “no stone has been left unturned” and 

that there were no unknown variations of idea/concepts overlooked 

due to lack of knowledge or  inadequate search methodologies  

Combining Exego’s concept based search technology with this 

new feature provides complete assurance that the ediscovery 

team has performed a thorough and complete review in the most 

efficient manner.

releaSIng In 2012

Exego will evolve, becoming a platform where clients can 

seamlessly search, cull, review and produce documents all in one 

place.

 

Exego will become the next generation of data management.  Our 

patent pending workflow assures complete defensibility, validation 

and authentications of the entire end to end process.

The debut release of Exego will include the following features:

Customizable metadata coding and validation options

Multiple foldering and re-foldering options

Customizable workflows for multiple groups

On-the-fly Pivot Table views

Full and in-depth reporting

Searching History and Caching for performance

Expert Discovery and Litigation Support Consulting

CCE Certified Data collection and Forensic Imaging 

Unicode ESE Processing

Document Scanning, OCR and Coding

Exego™ Early Cost Assessment

Planet Data Analytics

Relativity Hosting and Review


